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An Experienced Educator Driven by an 
Insatiable Passion to Influence the Lives 

of Young Learners

Shilpa Bhatnagar,
Principal,

Bhatnagar International School
Shilpa Bhatnagar, an experienced educator with many
years of expertise in School Management is the Principal
of Bhatnagar International School, Vasant Kunj, New
Delhi. The school is a manifestation of her dedication
to education as a whole and her revolutionary vision of
expanding access to quality education for everyone

A student's experience at school is crucial for the 
overall growth as a person and has a huge bearing 
on his outlook and disposition. It is also true that 
teachers shape the students' character by the 

example they set. What educators teach their students has the 
potential to have a profound effect on their development as 
people and on the development of their abilities and character. 
Likewise, Shilpa Bhatnagar - like many educators, entered the 
education sector to foster moral and ethical principles in the 
students.

Shilpa Bhatnagar has always been a passionate educator 
creating a difference in the academic world. She set out on her 
path as an educator to be the best she could be. As someone 
who loves learning and is also skilled in administration, 
Shilpa Bhatnagar has amassed a wide range of expertise in 
the educational sector. Fuelled with Bachelor of Education, a 
Bachelor's Degree, and Masters in English, Shilpa is dedicated 
to create a space where students benefit from cutting-edge 
educational practices.

Engaging in an exclusive interaction with Women 
Entrepreneur magazine, Shilpa  Bhatnagar spoke about her 
commitment to create a healthy learning environment where 
students grow and develop great characteristics. 
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It is my responsibility as 
Principal of Bhatnagar 
International School to 
ensure that our school 
continues to catalyze 
growth in its students
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Give us an overview ofBhatnagar International 
School , Vasant Kunj. 
At Bhatnagar International School, we are dedicated 
to foster a learning environment that encourages 
each student to reach his or her full potential 
through a balanced combination of academics and 
extracurricular activities.

Building a community of learners, parents, 
educators and support staff who work together 
towards common goals is one of our top priorities. 
Since learning is a group activity, we emphasize the 
necessity of prioritizing collective efforts rather than 
the individual.

It is considered that education is not preparation 
for life, it’s life itself. Learning, thinking, and 
understanding its purpose is what real education is 
all about. For this reason, we stress the importance of 
instilling in our students’ qualities like compassion, 
understanding, openness and patriotism so that they 
make positive contribution to the world around them

Tell us about the various responsibilities you 
shoulder as the Principal of Bhatnagar International 
School. What are the primary focus areas in your 
current role?
It is my responsibility as Principal of Bhatnagar 
International School to ensure that our school 
continues to catalyze growth in its students. Making 
them 'future ready' academically and providing them 
the tools they need to become leaders in a meaningful 
and value-based society, through the experiences 

they have had is the topmost priority.
At Bhatnagar International School, students are 

encouraged to actualize their innate and unique 
potential burgeoning their horizons intellectually, 
artistically, and professionally. The school's mission 
is to instill in its students a set of values that includes 
respect for others, diligence, and compassion.

Throw some light on the different pedagogies 
and strategies that you utilize to enable effective 
learning for students.
Bhatnagar International School carved a niche for 
itself as an institution with strong ethical foundation 
where students may learn to act by their values. 
The school has stayed true to the Founder's heritage 
and vision by creating a secure and supportive 
atmosphere that encourages sound values, self-
discipline, motivation,excellence in learning through 
a diversified curriculum where every student 
discovers the unique light at his own pace. School 
technology intervention promotes digital citizenship. 
It provides students and teachers with a platform for 
research, collaboration, and analysis. Our school's 
creative kids have been recognized at the National 
and State Levels for their work at Atal Tinkering Lab, 
the Government of India's flagship program.
While the school has been soaring high, attributable 
to its emphasis on progressive teaching, it has not 
forgotten its roots in rituals like morning assembly, 
the investiture of student leaders and the celebration 
of festivals. This gives them a sense of belonging and 

pride that will last a lifetime. The school provides 
a modern and all-encompassing curriculum. When 
it comes to extra-curricular activities, the school is 
just as dedicated as it is to academics. Our students 
develop into creative problem solvers, independent 
thinkers and conceptual planners when they are 
given the leeway and authority to plan and direct 
a wide range of meaningful undertakings. They 
are taught to be quick on their feet and confident in 
their technical abilities so that they can take on the 
difficulties and uncertainty of the future with ease.

What are some of the most pressing challenges 
that you encounter as an educationalist? How do 
you successfully mitigate these challenges?
Evolving requires moving forward and adapting 
to new circumstances. There has been a paradigm 
change in the educational system with an increased 
emphasis on teaching and training. Furthermore, 
educational institutions provide ideal environment 
to plant the seeds of mindfulness. In our school, 
students are provided with these lessons. The 
confidence they get from this helps them succeed 
academically and in the real world. Our ultimate goal 
is to help young people discover and develop their 
intrinsic competence.

Curriculum and procedures are regularly reviewed 
to guarantee the most up-to-date best practices 
enabling a positive transformation in students. We 
offer them experiential learning, and equip them 
for the future with academic knowledge to face the 
challenges. We strive to set a higher benchmark 
every day so that we remain a beacon of excellence 
to maintaining our status as a leading example that 
motivates others to keep learning throughout their 
lives.

In your opinion what are some of the most 
significant milestones that you have achieved 
throughout your professional journey? What has 
been the driving force behind your success as a 
professional?
As the head of the institution, it is my goal to 
foster students' capacity for critical thought and to 
provide an environment in which each individual's 
potential flourishes. The initiatives have been greatly 
appreciated for the vitality with which they have 
supported the youth.

The school strives to develop the childrens’ 
intellectual, emotional and physical capacities. 

Furthermore, students have many opportunities to 
develop their full potential in all aspects of life while 
at school. Here at our cradle of excellence, we firmly 
believe that life’s lessons cannot be taught within 
the confines of the classroom. Facilitating their 
discovery is the only option. Transforming pedagogy 
into a digital medium is the new norm. It gives us 
great satisfaction to grab the bull by the horns and 
rise to the challenge of ensuring that learning is a 
continuous process.

Drawing from your experience as a business leader, 
what would your advice be to young women and 
girls who also aspire to become business leaders 
and entrepreneurs in the future?
A value-based education in synergy with current 
teaching and learning technologies is my foremost 
advice to young women since it empowers them to 
face life's problems and conventional responsibilities. 
Such a progressive methodology would create a 
well-informed and emotionally healthy generation. 
Future entrepreneurs must think, speak and show 
their abilities with confidence. They should reassess 
their priorities, establish specific objectives and make 
definite strategies. Primary goals would help people 
live meaningfully. They should see their aspirations 
come true and such a Herculean endeavor demands 
expertise, effort, and honesty. The global revolution 
changes peoples’ lives drastically and international 
mindset assists to survive better. Women help a 
country thrive and develop. They are vital for a 
nation's progress. 

Education Excellence Conclave Award 2022-Outstand-
ing Principal of the Year
· India's Most Prominent Women Empower-
ment Awards – 2022 as 'Best Educationist in Delhi'
· Principal Leadership for Outstanding Endeav-
ors'-2021
· Bharat Jyoti Award-2021
· World Award for Value Education-2020
· ISA International School Award 2016-    
2019,2019-2022
· Outstanding Leadership Principal of the Year 
Award – 2019
· Featured in Forbes India Magazine-2018
· National Digital India Award-2018
· Exceptional Women of Excellence Award 2018 
· World School Excellence Award 2017 
Principal-Teachers Excellence Award-2014
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The annual recognition of ‘Women Leaders in International Schools- 2022’ not only 
highlights the business acumen and subject matter expertise of the chosen women leaders 
but also acknowledges their illustrious professional journeys in the Indian education space 

that will inspire the next generation of women educators.
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